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NO Conservative Prime Minister can survive if he or she is taking decisions that are contrary
to the interests of most people in the country. The Covid-19 measures which Boris Johnson
is forcing on the public are clearly against those interests, and worse is being planned.
The health, education, employment, finances and social and mental wellbeing of the
population is being destroyed for the illusory goal of stopping the spread of a coronavirus
that is essentially harmless to 99 per cent of the population, and lethal almost exclusively to
the elderly with serious underlying medical conditions, as are many strains of seasonal flu.
Much of the damage being wreaked is disguised by the Chancellor’s furlough scheme and
other taxpayer-funded handouts, but revealed through an explosion of government debt
which will have severe negative consequences for all of us, particularly future generations.
The ramping-up of virus tests with the dubious PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction)
methodology is inevitably showing more ‘cases’ which in reality may be just harmless
fragments of the Covid-19 (or other) coronavirus RNA that can’t be transmitted to others.
These are not infections and certainly not illnesses. The bar on proof of infection is too low.
The government refuses to acknowledge that this increase in cases is largely due to the
increased testing, and allows the message to embed in the surrounding narrative that a
positive test – which may also be a false positive – is equivalent to being ill when the
overwhelming majority of those who are Covid-19 positive don’t become ill, let alone die. It
is in the business of exaggeration and fearmongering along with most of the mainstream
media.

The most important measure of what is happening medically is surely the number of deaths
that can be attributed, to a greater or lesser extent, to Covid-19. The graph below from the
Office for National Statistics (taken from the ‘Lockdown Sceptics’ latest newsletter) gives
the up-to-date figures, showing that Covid-19 attributed deaths since June are running well
below those of flu/pneumonia, and that the total weekly UK death numbers from these lungrelated infections are running in line with the five-year average.

As fast as the numbers of those seriously ill, and the daily death toll from the virus, are
declining, the risk of other undiagnosed and untreated serious illnesses and deaths is rising
because of the lockdown mentality still affecting the NHS and other public services,
encouraged by government.
On Saturday 66 GPs wrote to the Health Secretary, Matt Hancock, urging him to treat nonCovid deaths as equal to those from Covid. The doctors know that this is not happening at
present. For reasons of projecting an image of action and having illusory control over the
path of the virus, only Covid deaths matter to the government.
The doctors’ letter reports that there have been more than 30,000 excess deaths in private
homes since March, but fewer than one in ten are caused by Covid-19. They are also
concerned that ‘the pandemic has resulted in an inflation of acute cardiovascular deaths,
most of which did not relate to Covid-19’. They also point to a report suggesting that child
suicide rates increased during lockdown and, for these doctors, harm should be measured as
more than Covid deaths.
There is so little pressure from the Conservative Party, MPs and the media for the
government to act rationally and in the interest of the country as a whole that the government
doesn’t feel it has to explain why non-Covid-19 deaths and serious untreated illnesses don’t
matter. It has a monomaniacal obsession with Covid-19 which demonstrates how

unaccountable the government is to the overall public interest. There is no rigour left in our
system of parliamentary and public accountability, which needs a major overhaul.
Far more people are dying because of the government’s measures than are being saved by
them. The wholesale destruction of society is taking place for no significant gain in health or
mortality and it is government policy.

